Introduction {#s1}
============

One of the most impressive properties of the human visual system is the possibility to perceive a moving subject starting from the observation of a poor visual input. The most famous class of such stimuli is the point-light display (PLD), which consists of moving dots recorded while attached to the limbs of a human walking actor (Johansson, [@B24]). PLD stimuli have been largely investigated, showing that it is possible to infer a human moving body also when the canonical form is inverted, surrounded by noise or even scrambled, by randomly modifying dot positions while preserving their kinematic (Blake and Shiffrar, [@B6]). Presently, manipulations on PLD shape represent the most investigated experimental factor, revealing that several cortical areas are specifically involved in decoding the unique spatial features of human body shape (Bonda et al., [@B7]; Downing et al., [@B13]; Peelen et al., [@B37]; Saygin, [@B42]; Jastorff and Orban, [@B22]; Matheson and McMullen, [@B33]; Grosbras et al., [@B17]).

PLD locomotion have been investigated under a wide range of experimental manipulations, but all characterized by displaying the point-light walker (PLW) as walking on a treadmill, that is, without any forward movement. This kind of stimuli, the locomotor action, display intransitive body movements composed of successive and infinite cyclical legs and arms motion. Considering that a prominent idea regarding biological motion recognition is related to the so-called "motor way of seeing" (Calvo-Merino et al., [@B9]; Orgs et al., [@B35]), being the visual perception of kinematic features tuned by motor representations (Viviani and Stucchi, [@B45]; Pozzo et al., [@B38]; Saunier et al., [@B41]), the presence of a without goal-oriented body displacements should evoke a different motor response in the observer brain. According to this, the visual input of an observed action would be mapped on to the observer\'s own motor repertoire through a direct-matching mechanism (Gallese et al., [@B15]; Rizzolatti et al., [@B39]), also called motor resonance. In the case of observing an artificial walker on the spot, the visual input should be more difficult to match with the motor repertoire and one may predict different cortical activities for natural and treadmill locomotion. More precisely, considering that action observation shares common neurophysiological basis with motor execution (Jeannerod, [@B23]; Mulder, [@B34]), plausible sources for the motor resonance process could be hypothesized from previous studies on locomotion observation (Malouin et al., [@B31]; Iseki et al., [@B21]; Orgs et al., [@B35]). The latter revealed the activation of legs primary motor areas and supplementary motor and dorsolateral premotor area. Since body translation in space is the natural and expected outcome of the locomotion action, we expect a stronger pattern matching between such action and the PLW stimulus, when its legs and trunk movements also induce its spatial displacement. Consequently, considering that centered walker proved to evoke motor related activity, at least when time-frequency analysis was employed (Pavlidou et al., [@B36]; Lange et al., [@B29]), translating canonical walker would induce a higher motor resonance compared to a centered one.

To explore this hypothesis, we designed a two-by-two task protocol showing both a canonical or scrambled walker that in half of the trials stayed with its barycenter in the middle of the screen and in the other half walked from the center to the screen periphery, and we recorded the event related potentials (ERP) in a population of healthy subjects. We opted for an ERP approach to compare our results to all the previous EEG papers on PLW observation. Following the existing literature on centered PLW decoding, we investigated the two main ERP components: the early N1 and the later N2. The former is implied in the low-level decoding of basic and fine-grained form and motion features, is expressed in bilateral occipito-temporal scalp region and is presumably generated in extra-striate ventral stream areas. The latter represents a second stage of a more advanced analysis, likely either related to the integration of form and action (White et al., [@B46]) or the recognition of potential social implication. This component is expressed in bilateral occipito-temporal scalp regions and is thought to be generated in the posterior part of the superior temporal sulcus (pSTS) (Jokisch et al., [@B25]; Krakowski et al., [@B27]). Since ERP components to translating PLW were never tested, we took into account the possibility to investigate further components according to the observed scalp maps. In such cases, we also performed a distributed source analysis in order to locate the cortical sources underlying such novel components.

Materials and methods {#s2}
=====================

Subjects
--------

Thirteen right-handed volunteers (seven females, mean age: 27, standard deviation: 3.5), with normal or corrected to normal vision, took part in this study. The present study has been conducted according to the principles expressed in the revised Declaration of Helsinki (World Medical Association General Assembly, [@B48]) and was approved by the local ethical committee of ASL-3 ("Azienda Sanitaria Locale," local health unit) of Genova, Italy. All participants provided written informed consent before the experiment began.

Experimental protocol: stimuli and task
---------------------------------------

Participants were presented with PLW animations obtained by recording an actor walking naturally with a VICON Motion Capture System (10 cameras recording at 100 Hz). The actor had 13 passive infrared reflective markers placed at the main joints and other landmarks. Post-processed stimuli data were displayed using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, [@B8]) on an LCD monitor, with a refresh rate of 60 Hz. Point-lights were white against a black background. Four types of PLW stimuli were created: a centered canonical (CC), a centered scrambled (CS), a translating canonical (TC), and a translating scrambled (TS). The *CC* animation was built by translating all the dots of the *TC* animation by the opposite of the vector defining their center of mass with respect to the center of the screen. The *CS* animation was built by changing randomly the initial positions of the dots in the *CC* animation but keeping their velocity vectors unchanged; the dots\' trajectories were constrained to remain inside the vertically oriented rectangle in which the *CC* animation was inscribed. The *TS* animation was built by changing randomly the initial positions of the *TC* animation in an analogous way. Translating stimuli, moved rightward from the monitor center. Each animation was 1 s long, allowing displaying two steps (that is one full locomotor cycle). All translating animation moved rightward. Experimental protocol is summarized in Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. During the experiment, participants were sitting comfortably in a darkened room in front of the monitor where PLWs were displayed, \~60 cm apart. Consequently, centered and translating conditions were observed with a visual horizontal angle between 0 and 5.7° (also considering the upper limbs dots\' oscillations) and 0--18.9° respectively; stimulus vertical size was 9.5 degree. The experiment was organized in 10 blocks composed by 48 PLW animations (12 of each of the four types, for a total of 120 trial for each experimental condition) presented in pseudo-random order, with an inter-trial interval (ITI) varying randomly between 2 and 4 s. Participants were asked to maintain their gaze fixed toward the screen center during PLW observation, to help them a fixation cross was displayed in the screen center during the ITI period.

![Experimental protocol and stimuli displays. Upper part shows the four categories of stimuli. Body joint trajectories (in white) are depicted on black screen for illustrative purposes but were not visible during the actual experiment. From left to right (upper horizontal green arrow), stimuli shape change from a scrambled structure to a real walker body structure. From top to bottom (left lateral yellow arrow), stimuli keep the same shape but change from a centered to a translated display. Abbreviations: S-C and C-C for scrambled and canonical centered PLW respectively; S-T and C-T for scrambled and canonical translating PLW. The trajectories of the markers during the whole point light animation (PLA) are shown. The lower part sums up the experimental protocol. During each of the 10 experimental blocks of 48 trials, every condition was randomly presented 12 times for 1 s. During each trial, subjects were told to anchor their gaze on the red cross displayed in the middle of the screen.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0001){#F1}

We are aware that the chosen design may induce smooth pursuit eye movements toward translating stimuli, thus possibly biasing our comparisons. Nevertheless, in our opinion, alternative scenario, matching eye movements, would have introduced biases even more difficult to compensate for. For instance, a straightforward, in principle, way to represent translation along with matching eye movements, the one showing a translating background, would have represented an ecological stimulus only assuming that also the observer had moved in the same direction. Consequently, the resulting motor related activity could have been a correlate of the sensorimotor simulation of the *observer*\'s implicit translation, rather than of the *observed* explicit translation. We thus opted for the most ecological locomotion representation and paid special attention to compensate for the effect of eye movements on ERP results.

Attention task
--------------

In each block, a random (between 2 and 4) number of animations (odd trials) changed color from white to green for 250 ms. After a random (between 1 and 3) number of trials, participants were asked to indicate which condition had previously changed its color, by pressing a key number between 1, 2, 3, and 4 (indicating respectively CC, CS, TC, and TS stimuli). Each participant learned the correspondence between these keys and the stimuli during a training session before starting the actual experiment. Subjects did not receive any feedback on their performance during the experiment. Odd trials were later discarded from analysis.

Data recording and preprocessing
--------------------------------

The electroencephalogram (EEG) was recorded from 62 Ag/AgCl active electrodes (actiCAP, Brain Products, Munchen, Germany) placed on the scalp, mounted on a cap according to the international 10--20 system. Reference and ground electrodes were set at the place of FCz and AFz electrodes respectively. The EEG was amplified with two BrainAmp MR plus amplifiers (Brain Products), digitized at 1,000 Hz. Impedances of all electrodes were kept below 10 kOhms. Raw EEG signals were band-pass filtered between 0.15 and 45 Hz through a Butterworth filter as implemented in Brain Vision Analyzer software (Brain Products GmBH, Gilching, Germany). An Ocular ICA correction was applied to remove eye-blink related artifacts. Data were down-sampled to 250 Hz, then imported into EEGLAB software and referenced to a common average. No bad electrodes were found, no trials had to be discarded. Epochs, from −400 to 1,000 ms with respect to stimulus presentation, were baseline-corrected (from −400 to 0) and then averaged in order to produce the ERP of each four experimental condition.

Components assessment
---------------------

We calculated the peaks amplitudes of the two most prominent (Krakowski et al., [@B27]; White et al., [@B46]) ERP components (N1 and N2) according to a well-established method (Hirai et al., [@B18]; Jokisch et al., [@B25]; Krakowski et al., [@B27]; White et al., [@B46]). In the spatial domain, we created a cluster by averaging the amplitudes of those occipito-temporal electrodes commonly used in the literature to model such component. In the temporal domain, (i) we individuated, at the group level, a preliminary time window where each component did express itself and (ii) calculated the individual peak, then (iii) we averaged the cluster amplitudes within a 20 ms-wide time window centered on that peak. We finally obtained one measure for each subject/condition/component that was then statistically investigated. Since translation was expected to modify brain response and no previous ERP studies were available for reference, we looked for further components by visually exploring the scalp maps and by performing a cluster-based permutation analysis where the significance probability was calculated by means of the so-called Monte Carlo method (Maris and Oostenveld, [@B32]). The latter analysis results were used to identify the new components\' cluster electrodes and group preliminary time window. Novel components were then analyzed with the same methods used for N1 and N2 ones.

Eye movement analysis
---------------------

Although subjects were asked to keep their gaze on the screen center, since half of the stimuli translated along the screen, smooth pursuit eye movements were expected to may occur during translating stimuli observation. As a possible consequence, part of the measured cortical activity might have been related to piloting such movements rather than to processing the stimulus content. In order to may correct our data for this effect, we calculated the magnitude of eye movements as the time course of the absolute value of the electric potential at electrode AF7 referenced to AF8 \[hEye = abs(AF7--AF8)\] and we then calculated its average value in correspondence to each ERP component\'s peak (hEye~N1~, hEye~N2~, hEye~N2c~), using the same previously defined time windows. A linear fit was then estimated between each hEye value and ERP component amplitude and, when it resulted significant, the estimated slope and intercept values were regressed out from the latter data. AF7 and AF8 have been previously considered among the most significant forehead electrodes to detect eye movements (Belkacem et al., [@B4]) and used to detect eye activity during a covert horizontal tracking task (Makin et al., [@B30]). According to their position and to the pointing direction of the corneo-retinal dipoles in the eyes (Croft and Barry, [@B11]), their amplitudes were expected to deflect coherently with the direction of an horizontal eye movement and thus correlate with the time course of an ordinary horizontal electro-oculogram.

Statistical analysis
--------------------

For each ERP component, a factorial 2 × 2 model, investigating the effect of the within subjects TRANSLATION (centered, translating) and SHAPE (canonical, scrambled) factors and their interactions, was created in EEGLAB and analyzed through a permutation analysis (Delorme, [@B12]) employing 100000 permutations. *Post hoc* analyses were performed through paired *t*-test, corrected for multiple comparisons through the false discovery rate (FDR) approach within each component. The same factorial model was tested on the three hEye channel values, calculated in correspondence to the three components (hEye~N1~, hEye~N2~, hEye~N2c~). The classic *p* \< 0.05 threshold was used.

Source analysis
---------------

In order to reconstruct the cortical generators of those ERP components affected by the translation factor, we employed a distributed sources analysis using the Brainstorm software (Tadel et al., [@B43]). Cortical current source distribution within the brain was represented through 15,002 elementary dipoles obtained by sampling a tessellated cortical mesh template surface derived from the standard 1 mm resolution brain (Colin27) of the Montreal Neurological Institute. Since the individual MRIs were not available, and thus the dipole orientations derived from the template could not in any way approximate the actual brain geometry, dipole orientations were not fixed normal to the cortex surface but were let free to assume whichever orientation. The EEG forward modeling of volume currents was completed with a three-layers (head, outer, and inner skull) symmetric boundary element model (BEM) generated with OpenMEEG (Gramfort et al., [@B16]). A diagonal noise covariance matrix was computed for each participant using the pre-stim interval to estimate the sensors variance. Sources intensities were estimated through a depth-weighted minimum norm approach (Baillet et al., [@B3]). This technique has been shown to be robust to noise in recorded data and head model approximations with fair spatial resolution (Baillet et al., [@B3]), and the depth weighting used in this approach alleviates the natural bias of basic minimum norm estimation approaches toward superficial currents. Brainstorm\'s default parameter settings have been used for both source reconstruction and BEM creation. Sources data were then post-processed as following: (i) since we were interested in evaluating source intensity differences, the norm of the vectorial sum of the three orientations at each vertex was calculated for each time-point; (ii) source data were reduced in the time domain by applying the same procedure used for ERP data. Each source activity was averaged across five time-points (20 ms), centered on the peak of the ERP component to be reconstructed. Finally, pairwise comparisons between two experimental conditions were investigated with paired *t*-test and results were corrected for multiple comparisons according to two different approaches: a classical *p* = 0.05 FDR corrected threshold and a more liberal *p* = 0.0005 uncorrected one.

Results {#s3}
=======

Attention task
--------------

Participants were able to correctly discriminate the 91.8 % of the stimuli (CC: 92.3%, TC: 90.8%, CS: 92.1%, TS: 92%).

Visual inspection of ERP data
-----------------------------

An average number of 4.5 ± 1.2 trials for each subject were discarded from the analysis for movement-related artifact. Visual exploration of the scalp maps revealed, together with the two classical N1 and N2 components, a fronto-central negativity in canonical translating PLW, which was completely missing in centered stimuli (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). We thus performed a cluster-based permutation analysis (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) over our main pairwise comparison of interest, the translation effect within canonical PLW, which revealed a set of electrodes that resulted significantly different (*p* \< 0.05). To estimate such novel component, we created a cluster composed by those significantly different electrodes that had positive values in CC and negative ones in TC (C1, C2, Cz, FC1, and FC2). We then plotted its temporal evolution (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) and found a peak around 435 ms. For its negative polarity and its latency, \<40 ms after the N2, we called this component central N2 (N2c). Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"} summarizes the electrodes contained within each cluster and the temporal window used to search for the individual peak.

![Representation of ERP pattern. Data are represented as a butterfly plot, showing scalp maps at the onset of the classical N1 and N2 components and of the novel central N2, here labeled as N2c, and observed around the vertex only in the translating centered condition.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0002){#F2}

![N2c component identification. **(A)** Results of cluster-based permutation analysis of the CC--TC conditions\' contrast. In first two columns, the two conditions\' group-averages are displayed. In the third column, we represent their amplitude differences (in μV), in those channels-latencies pairs where a significant (*p* \< 0.05) difference was found. In accordance with the scalp topography observed for TC condition, the electrodes cluster used to model the negative N2c component was composed by those electrodes that had negative (blue) values in TC condition and positive (red) in CC ones. Selected electrodes-latencies were marked by a black rectangle. **(B)** Fronto-central electrodes, defined according to the above criteria, used to compose the N2c cluster. **(C)** Plot of the N2c cluster\'s group-average in each condition.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0003){#F3}

###### 

Electrodes clusters composition.

  **Component**   **Cluster name**                       **Electrodes list**          **Time window**
  --------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------- -----------------
  N1              Ventral (inferior occipito-temporal)   PO8, P8, TP8, PO7, P7, TP7   180--250
  N2                                                                                  360--450
  N2c             Fronto-Central                         C1, C2, Cz, Fc1, FC2         380--480

*List and composition of the electrodes clusters used to model the N1 and N2 components in centered PLW. An additional cluster, defined according to cluster-based permutation analysis, was kept in consideration for modeling the N2c component present only in translating canonical (C-T) PLW. The time window column reports the interval where the component individual peak was looked for*.

Eye channel data
----------------

The analysis on rectified eye channel values (hEyes) showed that, from 250-300 ms, only three subjects smoothly pursued the translating stimuli (gray curves of the two top panels of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). At the group level, such progressively increasing separation between translating and centered conditions resulted significant only in the correspondence of the N2c \[main effect of translation: *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 5.48, *p* = 0.037, η~2*p*~ = 0.31, bottom-left panel of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. The shape effect and the interaction between the two were not significant. Repeating instead the analysis on eye channel values for the remaining 10 subjects (successively referred as the not-pursuing group), the translation effect during the N2c component disappeared \[*F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 1.34, *p* = 0.27, η~2*p*~ = 0.12; bottom-right panel of Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}\]. No significant correlations, either considering the whole group or the not-pursuing one, were found among hEye~N1~, hEye~N2~, hEye~N2c~ values and the corresponding ERP components amplitudes; hence the latter data were not corrected for eye movement. Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} clearly shows, for example, the absence of any relationship between hEye channel traces and central cluster amplitudes: while the former traces during the two translating conditions almost overlapped, the ERP traces in the central cluster were clearly different.

![Eye channel traces. In the upper row, the individual traces of canonical center **(left)** and canonical translating **(right)** conditions clearly show that only three subjects smoothly pursued the translating stimuli (gray lines). In the lower row, group averages of the whole group **(left)** and of the not-pursuing subjects group **(right)** are displayed. The vertical dotted line represents the N2c latency when, in the latter group, eye movements to translating and centered conditions are almost equivalent.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0004){#F4}

![Differences between eye channel and central cluster within translating conditions, considering all the subjects. While the two eye-channel traces overlaps, central cluster one showed a significant deviation that cannot be thus related to eye muscles effects.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0005){#F5}

ERP data
--------

Statistical analyses were first performed on the whole group. Successively, they were repeated for the not-pursuing group.

### Main effects of shape and translation

Results of the analysis of the main effects and their interactions are summarized in Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and displayed in Figure [6](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

###### 

Main effects and interactions.

  **Comp**.   **Shape effect**                                     **Translation effect**                              **Interactions**
  ----------- ---------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------
  N1          *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 4.54, *p* \< 0.001; η~2*p*~ = 0.43                                                       
  N2                                                                                                                   *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 13.84, *p* = 0.003; η~2*p*~ = 0.34
  N2c                                                              *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 7.50, *p* = 0.001; η~2*p*~ = 0.43   *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 7.19, *p* = 0. 019; η~2*p*~ = 0.42

*Results of non-parametric bootstrap ANOVA: Main effects and interactions. The η~2p~ symbol represents the partial eta squared measure of the ANOVA effect size*.

![Effect of shape, translation and their interaction over ERP data. Black asterisks below the figures represent: **(A)** main effect of shape during N1. **(B)** *Post-hoc* of the shape × translation interaction, showing the within centered only effect of shape during N2. **(C)** Main effect of translation over N2c component. **(D)** *Post-hoc* of the shape × translation interaction, showing the effect of translation during N2 and N2x only within canonical PLW.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0006){#F6}

#### Shape

A more negative deflection of N1 was found for canonical with respect to scrambled PLW. Results are summarized in the left column of Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and displayed in Figure [6A](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

#### Translation

A stronger negative deflection of N2c was found for translating with respect to centered PLW. Results are summarized in the right column of Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"} and displayed in Figure [6C](#F6){ref-type="fig"}.

### Interactions between shape and translation

#### Shape effect within centered and translating conditions

*Post-hoc* analysis results are summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. N2 confirmed its sensitivity to the shape factor only within centered PLWs, resulting more negative for the canonical compared to scrambled conditions. The N2c showed a more negative deflection in canonical compared to scrambled PLW, only when both translated.

###### 

*Post-hocs* analysis of shape and translation factors.

  **Comp**.         **Within centered (C-C vs. S-C)**    **Within translating (C-T vs. S-T)**
  ----------------- ------------------------------------ --------------------------------------
  **SHAPE**                                              
  N2                *t*~(12)~ = 3.66, *p* = 0.005        
  N2c                                                    *t*~(12)~ = 2.23, *p* = 0.005
  **TRANSLATION**                                        
  **Comp.**         **Within canonical (C-T vs. C-C)**   **Within scrambled (S-T vs. S-C)**
  N2                *t*~(12)~ = −2.70, *p* = 0.019       
  N2c               *t*~(12)~ = 5.21, *p* \< 0.0005      

*Post-hocs were performed through paired t-test, FDR corrected within each component. Single conditions are named according to the following convention: shape-translation; C-C, canonical-centered; C-T, canonical-translating*.

#### Translation effect within canonical and scrambled conditions

*Post-hoc* analysis results are summarized in Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}. Both ventral and central N2 resulted sensitive to translation factor, but only considering canonical PLW.

### Analyses on the not-pursuing group

All the analyses were repeated for the not-pursuing group of 10 subjects. A same ERP negative deflection on scalp topography could be observed in absence of eye movements (Figure S1) and statistical analyses, summarized in supplementary Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}, completely confirmed the whole group results. These supplementary analyses suggest that eye movements did not influence our findings.

###### 

Statistical analysis on the not-pursuing group.

  **MAIN EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS**                                                                                                                                          
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------
  N1                                                              *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 14.23, *p* = 0.0011; η~2*p*~ = 0.51                                                        
  N2                                                                                                                                                                         *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 11.12, *p* = 0.0027; η~2*p*~ = 0.28
  N2c                                                                                                                   *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 11.9, *p* = 0.0004; η~2*p*~ = 0.34   *F*~(1,\ 12)~ = 13.25, *p* = 0. 0042; η~2*p*~ = 0.62
  ***POST-HOCS*** **ANALYSIS OF SHAPE AND TRANSLATION FACTORS**                                                                                                              
  **Shape**                                                                                                                                                                  
  **Comp**.                                                       **Within centered (C-C vs. S-C)**                     **Within translating (C-T vs. S-T)**                 
  N2                                                              *t*~(12)~ = 2.67, *p* = 0.0011                                                                             
  N2c                                                                                                                   *t*~(12)~ = 3.01, *p* = 0.0007                       
  **Translation**                                                                                                                                                            
  **Comp**.                                                       **Within canonical (C-T vs. C-C)**                    **Within scrambled (S-T vs. S-C)**                   
  N2                                                              *t*~(12)~ = −2.01, *p* = 0.0038                                                                            
  N2c                                                             *t*~(12)~ = 3.98, *p* = 0.0005                                                                             

*Upper panel: Results of non-parametric bootstrap ANOVA: Main effects and interactions. The η~2p~ symbol represents the partial eta squared measure of the ANOVA effect size. Lower panel: Post-hocs were performed through paired t-test, FDR corrected within each component. Single conditions are named according to the following convention, shape-translation; C-C, canonical-centered; C-T, canonical-translating*.

### Source analysis

Source analysis was only used to reconstruct the cortical generators of the novel N2c component and to assess if such component could be considered a novel one with respect to N2. An explorative source analysis of the brain patterns underlying the N2 and N2c components (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}) revealed a different set of generators for the two components when the translating PLW also preserved the human figure. To statistically measure the effect of the translation factor within both canonical and scrambled PLW, for each subject and condition, we used the individual ERP peak latencies of the central cluster to determine the center of the 20 ms wide window used to average the sources activity. The activity of the individually defined single time-point was compared between conditions. According to the multiple comparison correction employed, we found an increased activation to translating PLW only within canonical stimuli. Using the FDR correction, we found a focused activation spot overlaying lower limbs primary somatosensory cortex \[MNI coordinates: x = 7, y = 39, z = 84, *t* = 6.99), while using a more liberal threshold (*p* \< 0.0005 uncorrected) we found a larger active region embracing also primary and supplementary motor areas almost bilaterally. Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"} shows the resulting pattern according to the two employed corrections. No sources resulted sensitive to translation in the scrambled conditions.

![Source analysis of N2 and N2c components. A clear sensorimotor and supplementary motor activity, with respect to the baseline period, could be found only during N2c in the translating canonical condition.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0007){#F7}

![Effect of translation within canonical walkers. Source analysis of the paired *t*-test between TC and CC showed areas of increased activation for translating with respect to centered condition. The asterisk represents brain regions resulting significant with *p* \< 0.05 and FDR corrected for multiple comparisons; the remaining regions with *p* \< 0.0005 uncorrected.](fpsyg-09-00303-g0008){#F8}

Discussion {#s4}
==========

In the present paper, we wanted to test the role of translation on visual motion processing of locomotion, by displaying a PLW moving or not across the screen combined with scrambled or human body structure. Previous studies depicted PLW on a treadmill, staying fixed in the center of the screen. According to recent theories on action perception (Gallese et al., [@B15]; Rizzolatti et al., [@B39]; Calvo-Merino et al., [@B9]; Orgs et al., [@B35]), we speculated that the observation of a complete representation of the locomotion, like that depicting an actual displacement of the human agent, could evoke a different brain pattern compared to the perception of an artificial centered PLW.

Shape and kinematic integration
-------------------------------

The first result of our study is the N1 and N2 selectivity to human body structure. This finding replicates previous EEG and MEG studies reporting a stronger negativity for canonical with respect to scrambled walker around both the occipito-temporal N1 and N2 components (Hirai et al., [@B18], [@B19]; Jokisch et al., [@B25]; Krakowski et al., [@B27]; White et al., [@B46]) and confirms that these components are associated to the recognition of human body shape.

The main result of our study was the presence of a novel negative deflection during translating canonical PLW observation. Since it clearly emerged over central electrodes (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and peaked only \<40 ms after the classical ventral N2, we labeled it N2c. The *post hoc* analysis of the significant interaction between translation and shape showed that the amplitude of the N2c component was significantly larger during canonical translating condition compared to either canonical centered and scrambled translating ones. Thus, the simultaneous display of both human figure\'s local motion and spatial displacement seemed to boost brain regions\' activity where locomotion-related cortical motor centers reside.

We speculate that N2c would represent an integrative encoding of the two motor components usually present during natural daily life locomotion perception: dots\' structured local oscillatory kinematics (following the two-third power law) and displacement kinematic. If this hypothesis was verified, it may explain the lack of N2c in previous ERP investigations for which protocols displayed only body limbs oscillations without any horizontal PLW displacement. Further, a visual separation between shape and kinematic is only possible using artificial experimental protocols and rarely visible during normal daily life where limbs oscillation and translation are always associated. The very few probability to see a walker gliding on the ground probably reflects the strong visual effect produced by a "moonwalk" dance. With respect to phylogenesis, locomotion on the spot, as an aberrant motion for an alert predator, probably occupied a different status in the motor repertoire requiring specific neural circuitry besides the motor resonance network.

In fact, an evident behavioral difference between natural and on the spot locomotion is that in the latter condition successive footsteps are passively initiated as a reaction to the backward displacement of the support surface, which limits the voluntary component of the motion initiation and walker alertness.

At last, the functional dependency of kinematic from body structure becomes clearer when considering biomechanical variables of locomotion. Indeed, mechanical transformation of ground reaction force and gravity into body forward acceleration is only possible through a particular body geometry, that is the so called "inverted pendulum" biomechanical configuration (Winter, [@B47]). Thus, scramble displays provide body shapes incompatible with kinetics laws producing walking movement.

Source analysis on the translation effect within both canonical and scrambled walkers revealed that to a more negative N2c over the scalp vertex corresponded an increased activation of the mesial sensory cortex (using the more conservative threshold). Using a more liberal statistic threshold we found the same effect in regions belonging to the mesial primary and supplementary motor areas, only in the within canonical conditions (Figure [8](#F8){ref-type="fig"}). Although locomotion neural control mostly occurs at either spinal \[39\], subcortical \[40\] and cerebellar \[41\] levels, the present cortical activation is well known (Lajoie and Drew, [@B28]; Fling et al., [@B14]) \[18\]. Central primary motor (legs and trunks), premotor and supplementary motor areas are in fact involved in modulating the activity of the former neural structures to implement locomotion. Supplementary motor area is implicated in locomotion initiation \[18\] while posterior parietal cortex in dealing with obstacles management \[19\].

Motor activity was found few tens of milliseconds after the N2 component which is thought to be generated by pSTS (Jokisch et al., [@B25]; Krakowski et al., [@B27]). The latter area, besides being implicated in shape decoding, is part of the action observation network (AON) and contributes with the mirror neuron system (Kilner, [@B26]; Avenanti et al., [@B2]) in extracting the observed action meaning (Jokisch et al., [@B25]). Since N2 and N2c components showed similar *post-hoc* results and their peak activities are separated by only few tens of milliseconds, we thus support the possibility that they reflect the cooperation between pSTS and locomotion-related motor areas in encoding goal-oriented locomotion pattern. A similar cooperation, has been already hypothesized for biological visual flow processing (Saunier et al., [@B40]). Source analysis on the N2 component was actually tested, but it did not produce any significant or nearly significant activation, neither comparing TC vs. CC conditions nor comparing each condition vs. their baseline period (Figure [7](#F7){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, Ulloa et al. (Ulloa and Pineda, [@B44]) found similar sensorimotor activity when observing human actions with limited forward displacement but all goal oriented (like kicking or doing the jumping jack movement). Altogether, this suggests that, in addition to the translation of the visual scene, the transitive dimension of the observed motion would facilitate the motor resonance mechanism.

The present motor brain response, recorded during the observation of natural translated locomotion compared to walking on the spot, has in our opinion interesting implications, as it might explain previous behavioral and psychophysics results. The idea that a natural locomotor pattern would better resonate with the observer\'s motor repertoire agrees with a recent finding showing better visual discrimination of a translating walker compared to a translating non biological figure, while in the absence of translation (a centered walker vs. a rotating geometrical figure) such difference could not be observed (Hiris, [@B20]). Similarly, subjects that learned to execute new movements, through verbal instructions, demonstrated later a better skill in visually discriminating those same movements (Casile and Giese, [@B10]). Also in support to this, when the link between action and perception system is interrupted due to lower limbs deafferentation (e.g., paraplegic patients), somatotopic sensorimotor reorganization and neural atrophy, observers show a poor performance in detecting and discriminating the direction of a translating PLW (Arrighi et al., [@B1]). At last, even if visual preference and stimulus discrimination cannot be considered a-priori related, the importance of an existing locomotor repertoire in processing a translating human figure is supported by newborns behavior. Two-days newborns in fact, result equally attracted by both a human figure and a cloud of random moving dots when both translated (Bidet-Ildei et al., [@B5]). In conclusion, a preferential visual processing for the human walk seems to evolve according to the human motor repertoire.

Potential role of eyes movements
--------------------------------

The locomotion action was rendered through the simplest and most ecological way by displacing horizontally the PLW across the screen. Although participants were asked to fix the screen center, three of them did pursue the translating stimuli. Moreover, assuming that in the absence of a fixation point, the expected behavior is to follow the translating stimulus, participants of the not-pursuing group possibly corrected this by saccades. Both smooth pursuit and saccade activity are known to produce strong potential deflections on neighbors\' electrodes as an inverse function of their distance. This kind of activity superimposes itself on real brain activity and may have determined a bias in our analysis, creating differences between centered and translating conditions and thus invalidating our comparisons. Additionally, it exists the possibility that translating targets may unselectively recruit more attentional resources compared to the centered one. Nevertheless, several facts suggest that our N2c activity was not biased by these phenomena. First, significant ERP differences exist between the two translating conditions, while their eye-channel traces almost coincided (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Such independence between eye movements and the brain pattern associated to the N2c component was further confirmed by the absence of any significant linear fit between them. Second, the effect of the smooth pursuit eye movement or the alternative saccade correction can be discarded considering that the analysis on not-pursuing group coincided with the whole group\'s one.

Conclusion {#s5}
==========

Walking on a treadmill creates a conflicting sensorimotor context where voluntary body movement (legs and arms oscillations) do not induce self-motion perception. Consequently, when displayed, it triggers different visual perception processes, a result that should be kept into consideration when designing ecological stimuli for investigating brain processes related to biological motion perception. At last, once such result had been confirmed in a larger population of healthy subjects and patients, the N2c peak, presently uncovered, could represent a pertinent clinical marker for evaluating the effect of locomotion-related rehabilitation procedures.
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